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Symposium

What Has Happened to the Western World?

In the past two years，the US and the European nations have been plagued with

puzzling political，societal，economic and security issues including the Trump

ascendancy，Brexit，terrorist attacks as well as upsurges of nationalism and

anti-elitism．One cannot help wondering：what has happened to the Western world?

Our Journal is honored to invite several scholars to offer pointed commentary and

in-depth analysis of these issues．

The Current Chaos in the Western World：A Profound Reflection Qian Liwei

Modern Countries in the Western World：The Conundrum of Governance

Wang Honggang

The Trump Ascendancy：APositive Side to Be Taken Seriously Da Wei

The Struggling European Union Needs to Rearm Zhang Jian

Europe’S Crises Are Far from Over Wang Shuo
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US Studies

Democracy Exporting Will Not Work Zhang Yimeng 27

The basis of the US democracy exporting policy,Democratic Peace is an international

relations theory that began only in the 1 980s．This relatively new branch of international

theory should be seriously critiqued because aggressive US democracy export practice in

recent years targets other countries’political structures．Analysis of Democratic Peace

theory and US democracy exporting policy conflicts with Marxist principles and

disregards the rules of social development．

European Studies

On the Current French Weakness Wang Shuo and Zhou Tanhao

Struggling against economic and security woes，France is experiencing weakness as it

prepares for elections in April 20 1 7．Amid public anxiety and despite measures by the

Socialist govemment，reform remains difficult and ineffective．A rigid labor force，high

social costs propped up by high taxes，and other structural shackles have prevented

Hollande and his predecessors in office from balancing the government budget over the

last decade．
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Dimculfies and Prospects of Serbian Transition Chert Yang,Wu Nan and Li Jun

With the need to rebuild infrastructure and its political system．Serbia has to complete

two transitions，achieving progress domestically and gaining recognition from the

European Union．Even though the long and winding road of transition may have looked

like a dead end，the problems could more accurately be described as deadlock，and

post—transition Serbia could have arelatively bright future．

Economic Studies

“Make-in-India”Strategy and the Prospect of India’S Economy Li Li

India Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched his“Make in India'’initiative with the

primary goals of fashioning India into a global manufacturing hub and making the 2 1 st

century‘‘India’S century．’’Whether it Can copy the Chinese economic development miracle

will be ultimately determined by the success of intemal reform and structural adjustment．

62

RMB Internationalization in Europe L诅Mingli 91

China’S internationalization ofthe RMB has garnered robust support in Europe．Looking

ahead，internationalization enjoys good prospects in Europe，but it would be practical for

China to shift from a“govemment push’’to a“market cultivation”approach．China

should focus on cooperating more with the Eurozone while ensuring it does not

underestimate Britain’S status as a financial center．

CurrentChanges in the International TaxRegime andIts Prospects for Development

Xu Feibiao andChen Lu 105

From the perspective of international political economy,this article explores its

definition，composition and history of development，analyzing trends of current

international taxation reforms and forecasting its future development，concluding that

external changes in the international tax regime after tax reforms are drastic and will

continue to evolve it into a new mechanism ofmultilateralization and multipolarization．

International Politics and Security

How to TeU Chinese Stories Effectively in Cross-Culture Communication Ye Zhimei 128

T0 realize its dream of nafionM revival and be understood worldwide．China must tell its

stories effectively,and making sure Chinese stories ale well．received in the global community

requires striking a balance．Because the needs of China as storyteller and the world as

audience should both be considered,Chinese stories must be told in international language．

India’S Involvement in the South China Sea Disputes P口ng Weidong 136

Scholars from India and China enjoy acertain consensuson India’S interests in the South

China Sea and its involvement in the dispute despite the different positions of their two

govemments．Scholars do differ on how they think India will continue to involve itself in

the issue，but they generally agree that there is little likelihood of an all-out conflict．
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